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For Mettler Toledo, precision is the top priority. 
This manufacturer of precision and laboratory 
instruments, and particularly exact weighing
instruments, is an internationally operating 
company group based in Switzerland. Their 
goods are produced in the US, Germany, UK, 
China and Switzerland, and exported in more 
than 80 countries. With sales exceeding two 
 billion Swiss Francs and 12,500 employees 
worldwide, Mettler Toledo is one of the Top 100 
businesses of Switzerland. For them, software 
for business process management must comply 
with particular standards: it must be globally 
 applicable, reliable, and secure.

Custom Solutions 
for Mettler Toledo
In 2004, MettlerToledo (Schweiz) GmbH‘s 
 human resources department implemented a 
HRM solution made by the Axon Group. With 
the Human Capital Management (HCM) solu
tion, the company had already been using the 
workflow engine of AXON IVY, which automates 
the entry and exit processes for employees in 

Switzerland. Consequently, Mettler Toledo  decided 
to have certain business processes in  individual 
units automated with Axon.ivy BPM Suite as 
well. The BPM Suite has been ever since one of 
the BPM applications used by this company, 
specifically for their own, internally deve loped 
software, which is made available to users all 
over the world. Process automation makes 
 complex processes fast, lean and, ultimately, 
 efficient. 

Specific solutions thanks 
to scalability
The workflow developer and project manager of 
the department "Custom Solutions" explains the 
benefits: "We develop specific solutions for our 
customers, be it web technologies,  clientserver 
applications or workflows. Axon.ivy BPM Suite is 
a highperformance platform suitable to build 
various types of applications upon." Its scalability 
allows us to make simple processes as well as 
complex applications quickly executable. The de
velopment team "Custom Solutions" of  Mettler 
Toledo has meanwhile developed various appli
cations based on  the Axon.ivy BPM Suite.

PROJECT GOALS:
•  Develop global processes

•  Deliver reliable and secure solution

•  Deploy powerful BPM platform

•  Optimize processes

The company group Mettler Toledo develops globally applied "Custom 
Solutions" using individual units based on the Axon.ivy BPM Suite.  
To this end, the high flexibility of the software is a key advantage.

"Globally, there is an 
increasing demand for 

working with open 
standards – the one 
who knows how to 

implement such trends, 
will remain competitive 

in the global arena."
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SWITZERLAND (head office)
AXON IVY AG
Schlössli Schönegg
Wilhelmshöhe
P.O. Box 7760
CH-6000 Lucerne 7
Phone +41 41 249 25 70

GERMANY
AXON IVY AG
Munich Office
Elsenheimerstraße 57
D-80687 Munich
Phone +49 89 58 999 86 0
 
AUSTRIA
AXON IVY AG
Vienna Office
Neubaugasse 43
A-1070 Vienna
Phone +43 1 522 25 76
 
SINGAPORE
AXON IVY Pte. Ltd.
4 Battery Road
Bank of China Building #25-01
Singapore 049908
Phone +65 9168 0603

USA
AXON IVY Inc.
281 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

info@axonivy.com

The global manufacturer and marketer of 
precision instruments for use in laboratory, 
industrial and food retailing applications 
employs 12,000 people worldwide and 
 exports in more than 100 countries.
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Up to twelve contributors 
Involved in the process
The "New Component Introduction" (NCI) 
 required a more complex workflow: "About 
twelve inhouse contributors are involved when 
new components are introduced," says the 
 responsible project manager. "From Science to 
Finance, Buyer and the engineering staff, the 
data stewards and the CAD page." Based on 
Axon.ivy BPM Suite, a web portal was created 
which can be used by the developers of Mettler 
Toledo to initiate the introduction process of 
electronic components. 

Alterable workflows
The workflow specialist explains that, as time 
went by, more and more contributors became 
involved, until the process covered everything. 
A great benefit is the alterability. He says: 
 "Various process models and versions can be 
active at the same time."
"When a process is deployed, the new workflow 
starts out with the new process model, while 
existing processes continue to run with the 
 previous workflows."

Voice command also in Chinese
For a globally active corporation such as  Mettler 
Toledo, the global applicability of a software is 
an essential criterion for its utilization. Therefore, 
teams in China and Switzerland work with 
 "Internal Service Requests", another webbased 
application. The voice control supported by the 
Axon.ivy BPM Suite is being employed all over 
the world every day – also in Chinese.

Open standards as a competitve 
advantage
Recently Mettler Toledo started to work with the 
5th generation of the Axon.ivy BPM Suite. For 
them, one of the advantages of the switch was 
that the new version uses more open standards 
as well as the Eclipse framework. Mettler Toledo 
considers this a key issue: "Globally, there is an 
increasing  demand for working with open 
standards – the one who knows how to imple
ment such trends, will remain competitive in the 
global arena."


